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september 17, 2019 elasto mania remastered will be released on october 14, 2019! elasto mania
remastered contains all of the original game content of the original elasto mania, plus more tracks
and new content from the new elma series. it's a must-play for all fans of the original game! unlike

the original elasto mania, elasto mania remastered contains three different game modes: adventure
- explore the 12 levels of the original game, each with its own story. each level has a "mini-boss"

that can be defeated, letting you win the adventure. time trial - race through all of the game modes
on each level. you are given a score that represents your time. mode - race through all of the game
modes on each level. in this mode, you can skip races that you do not like. elasto mania remastered
is not only a graphical update. in the sequel, i tried to bring more depth to the gameplay. the player
now has a new control system, better physics and more challenging racing situations. on top of that,

the soundtrack, as always, has been carefully reworked and is particularly powerful. elasto mania
remastered has gone through a major graphical overhaul that makes it look more than ever like a

classic game. the new graphics bring the original elasto mania into a new light, while taking
advantage of modern technology. added are effects like particle effects, water and plasma

explosions, dynamic lighting and weather effects. elasto mania remastered is playable on all major
platforms: windows, mac osx and linux.
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elasto mania is an indie motorbike simulation game, a colorful 2d racing experience released in
2000. this gem of a retro arcade game is fun to play and challenging to master, you will quickly get
the hang of it once you start playing! at heart, its still a game of delicate balance, skill and style, but
the 2017 release has updated physics, new graphics and a couple of additional elements too. moving

platforms, gates with keys and teleports, extra challenges and even more collectibles make elasto
mania ii new and exciting, but still the same enduro simulation platformer we all love. the full version

of this quirky second chapter contains 32 levels and a level editor. you can try the old shareware
version here. january 14, 2022 we're ready to announce the next major release in the elasto mania
franchise: the elasto mania remastered soundtrack. this unique album will be sold in record stores
around the world and contains all the original action supercross and elasto mania tracks you know
and love, including: voltin' in the wind lonesome road to the store (replacing my broken keyboard)

apple blues explaining flag tag (spoken word) going crazy doing 40 one pixel too close a killer is just
a flower with thorns apple blues (upside down remix) more songs.. and many more. be sure to

reserve your limited signed copy today! in addition to the previously announced console versions,
we're also responding to a frequent request from our fans, and launching the entire elasto mania
trilogy pack on gog. as previously mentioned, the current steam version of elasto mania will be

updated to remastered free of charge. 5ec8ef588b
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